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haven Press. We request that customers place a link to the collection on the library's website and/or load the provided MARC records.
Third, libraries get to use the new reference collection. At purchase, we work with customers to make suggestions on how they may choose to market these new resources. We provide usage-driving tools like widgets and curriculum alignment support, as well as instructions on incorporating content into LibGuides, to make sure that customers are able to get the most use possible of this collection.
Finally, at the end of the six-month access period, customers proceed to step four: own the collection. We provide a customized usage report that shows what titles in the UDA collection were used most. The library then owns, with perpetual, unlimited simultaneous access, the titles that were used most that are covered by the initial deposit. Libraries do have a seven-day grace period to swap out any titles that may represent an exception in usage. They can then make an additional deposit and start the program all over again!
The initial response to this program has been phenomenal. Approximately fifty libraries, mainly academic and public, signed on in the first month of the offer, and numbers continue to grow month after month. The average investment in UDA is $10,000, with many over $40,000, and the majority of customers represent non-previous purchasers.
Going forward, we have a number of enhancements under consideration. We're currently working to expand the UDA model to include content from partner publishers, including branching out from the main UDA collection to establish publisher-specific and subject-specific UDA collections. Based on our earlier success, we are identifying products which have potential to be sold under a UDA model: for example, Archives Unbound, Gale's special collections platform. Finally, we are working to create a UDA offering through the wholesaler partners.
The release in May 2014 of Gale's new InterLink functionality for all InfoTrac products increases both the feasibility and attraction of the UDA program for customers who have access to InfoTrac products, such as General OneFile or Academic OneFile. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of how InterLink adds to the user experience.
The overwhelmingly positive response to UDA gives credit to the continuing need of libraries to increase understanding of patron trends, needs, and patterns of use. It is our ongoing mission at Gale to provide the tools that libraries need to be successful in an increasingly competitive and dynamic industry. 
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